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Slide
By Rachel Petterson and Noah Robertson
How do people have
children and then go about their days-in the grocery store, on vacation,
brushing snow off their windshields in the morning
-- with the water in their heads
doing anything
but slosh
and spill
over the edge?
Without the anxious gust of potential loss
blowing hair in their face?
-

-

-

My job is to take care of little hockey players
who come into our gym.
“Dry land.”
“Strength and conditioning.”
Really, it’s to
corral them, humor them,
quell arguments with them,
guess what their names really are
when they tell me it’s “Bob.”
Make them run and move as much as possible.
Movement,
yelling, “Go!”
and they’re running toward me to give me a high five.
A high five so they don’t run too far,
with bands around their waists attached
to a teammate behind them.
Banded runs, they’re called.
Chaos contained.
Their footsteps on turf bounce with excitement.
They run and they slide,
innocently
launching their bodies
into the unknown.
Heavy breath and laughter
is broken
by a different commotion.
The blonde one with shining eyes is
on the ground
and shutting down.
Slowing,

buffering.
He’s really crying.
“Take your knee!” I say to the others.
I mean,“take a knee,”
but who can really control their own tongue?
I put my hand up to back them away,
as if my hand can do anything but touch empty space.
“I can’t walk,” he keeps saying.
“That’s okay. You can sit down.”
He keeps trying to walk,
I want to pick him up. I want to cradle his little body
and wipe his tears right then.
The most I can do is wrap ice and
hold my hands over his knee.
-

-

-

The large window in front of my desk
that I’m slouching against displays
menacing icicles
holding
patches
of the sun’s dimming light.
They drip down to the asphalt, hanging there
as if to taunt
how little I could do
to exert
influence,
alteration,
something at all
over the external.
It was four hours ago.
But the sloshing water in my head
keeps its wake,
though I remain unmoving.
The trim lining the borders of the house across the yard
shows to be an imposter of white next to
the gleam of snow laying on the roof-the snow that was so unwelcomed this year,
with its white flakes of inconvenience piling
on top of each other.
It covers the roof with grace.

-

-

-

I could not touch his knee,
only the ice around it.
I was dreadfully isolated
behind the thick wall of skin lining my body.
Such an unjust privacy
when connection begs the loudest
through the rain of his watering eyes.
I go home
and eat silence.
Too scrambled to find something to escape in.
The brick chimney next door
reaches toward the glacier sky
and lets smoke release
into the biting cold.
After the winter, of course,
will come spring rain,
where the yard turns to mud
and the sky will keep looking so big
and untamed
only air and water holding us in
until it can’t hold on any longer
and becomes that which we slide through
as we reach
to close the space
between one another.
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